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"Edward... my... baby..." Daisy surrendered, wondering whether he was on some sort of a drug, or else 

what could have made him last that long. 

 

"This is acceptable." The night was still unveiling its intoxicating charm. Edward held her tightly in his 

arms with a smile. He parted the hair falling on her face and gave her a long kiss on the forehead before 

he was satisfied and then he went to sleep. 

 

The light of the dawn uncovered the veils of night. The bright morning light that pouring out of the 

clouds marked the fresh beginning of a day. 

 

The early morning sunshine that brought people tranquility penetrated through the curtains and 

scattered on the two sleeping figures lying on the fancy bed. The air inevitably flowed with a strong aura 

of lust, which showed how passionate they had been last night. 

 

The tranquility of this beautiful morning was broken by a ringing sound, Edward frowned and opened his 

sleepy eyes. He was annoyed with the person who had disturbed his dreams so early in the morning. 

 

Edward carefully withdrew the arm that held by Daisy and reached out his hand to grab the mobile 

phone that was making this annoying noise. He then slid it open and answered the call without noticing 

where the call was coming from. He did not expect to hear an outraged and active voice first thing in the 

morning. 

 

"Daisy, quickly get out of your bed! Are you going to stand me up again? Belinda called Daisy while she 

was still in her bed. 

 

the morning to wake them up, don't you? Or is it a strange hobby?" Edward's asked in a gloomy voice 

filled with displeasure. Belinda got startled. She immediately stood up from the bed, mama ah! Belina 

double checked to confirm if she 

 

Good morning, Mr. Mu! Weather is really nice." Belinda greeted him awkwardly. How could Belinda 

forgot that Daisy 

 

up this early in the morning to talk about the weather?" Edward ground his teeth and replied. He always 

 

Fine. Belinda realized that it was indeed too early for her to call. She didn't argue with him. Her motto 

was 

 

sleeping. Please call her back at noon if you need to talk to her." Daisy was still soundly sleeping. Edward 

looked at her lovingly, the volume of his voice 

 



noon? You both must have had quite a long night. She must be tired out." Belinda tried to calm down as 

she realized she was picking up a stone to hit her own foot. Nothing would have happened if she had 

sent Daisy home 

 

are quite interested in knowing what happened last night. But it's none of your business." As he said 

this, he hung up the phone 

 

suddenly hung up on her. She was getting a taste of what it meant to 

 

night because she didn't 

 

smile on 

 

to move her body, she felt like she had been running ten kilometers cross-country. Edward had been 

quite intense 

 

she decided to sit up cautiously and took a look at her phone. It's eleven o'clock already! Belinda would 

definitely harass her again. Ignoring the pain in 


